
Specification of Competency Standards for the Import and Export Industry  
 

Unit of Competency  

Functional Area: Warehousing and Logistics

 

Title  Implement goods security operations  

Code  105171L2  

Range  This unit of competency is applicable to practitioners in the import and export industry. 
Practitioners should be capable of applying relevant knowledge of goods security to implement 
goods security procedures. All activities should be performed according to relevant operating 
procedures, and safety requirements and regulations (e.g. OSH requirements, Dangerous 
Goods regulations).  

Level  2  

Credit  4 (for reference only)  

Competency  Performance Requirement
1. Possess relevant knowledge of goods security

Describe principles and procedures of goods security•
Describe relevant regulatory requirements•
Describe company policy and requirements•

2.1. Prepare to secure goods
Prepare and maintain work area•
Report unsafe work practices or equipment to relevant personnel•
Select appropriate protective equipment and clothing•
Erect formwork where no lashing points exist•
Interpret and read lashing plan•

2.2. Lash and unlash
Identify lashing points and use appropriate lashing equipment for each lashing point•
Lash and secure goods•
Release, disconnect and remove fittings from the goods when unlashing•
Place lashing equipment in storage areas•
Ensure lashing/unlashing operations no personal injury or goods/machinery damage in 
accordance with workplace requirements

•

Complete lashing according to lashing plan•
2.3. Protect goods from weather

Cover/uncover goods safely to ensure no personal injury or goods/machinery damage•
2.4. Pack and unpack goods

Identify and report damaged goods•
Sort and stack goods in correct location•
Interpret numbers or marks to identify goods•
Maintain tight stow of goods•
Handle goods safely to ensure no personal injury or goods/machinery damage•  

Assessment 
Criteria  

The integrated outcome requirements of this unit of competency are:
Capable of selecting appropriate protective equipment and clothing•
Capable of conducting lashing and unlashing operations and ensuring no personal injury 
or goods/equipment damage

•

Capable of covering/uncovering goods•
Capable of packing and unpacking goods, and stacking goods in correct location•  

Remark  This UoC is adapted from the Logistics UoC LOWHCT209A  


